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The project "IMPERIUM DE©A®T CAPITALIDR©", as an ORTHONOMETRIC SINGULATOR stitching together proportionate and
disproportionate spatial metrics and dimensionality of the spatial states of objects and processes, taking into account the registration of the
place, time and action of a HUMAN with a real change in his un manifest state, which is determined in the manifested actions of a HUMAN
management of events on the evolutionary laws of the development of his creative activity.
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The purpose of the Spiritual Transformation of the human community is to satisfy the
higher needs of each individual. And each person, revealing his abilities and his
TALENT, reaching a high level of consciousness becomes perfect in the physical,
intellectual and spiritual plane.

The development of Spiritual transformation of human community should be
considered from a position of integrity, systematic, holistic and based on the
integration of all sciences and spiritual knowledge into a single interdisciplinary
knowledge and only in the understanding and in relation to the identified objectively
set goal.

All changes in society are analyzed through a single indicator - "time" and through a
single criterion of effectiveness of human system development - the "time between"
the identified goal and the reality where the world and each individual person are.

TIME "α" (άλφα) is "zero time", when a future need is formed in an individual at the level of
thought formation.

TIME "w" "(ωµέγα) is the realisation of each individual's need in society with more developed
thinking and conscious productive activity.

DIGITAL MODELING and PROJECTING is the computational analysis between the time
interval from "α" to "ω" and their projection according to a scenario development plan.
The digital economy should be seen as an economy of agreed interests in real time between
government, business, society and the interests of each individual.
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v A DIGITAL WORLD as a unified and inseparable, spiritualised whole.
v A holistic and digital transformation in social development based on the

principles and criteria of the socio-economic paradigm of the future.
v Maintaining the integrity of the strategic transformation of socio-economic

systems.
v The unified methodological and spiritual-moral support of the processes and

solutions for the harmonization of socio-economic systems.
v Coordinated mechanisms for the assembly of inter-branch and social

platforms, mechanisms for their wide scaling in the regions of the World.
v Integral infrastructure of scaling platforms, production complexes, service

systems and its digital modeling.
v Digital transformation and the contour of the modern environment of

human opportunity.
v The introduction of national digital currencies as an inevitable stage of the

reset and transformation of the global financial system as a whole.
v The preservation of identity for all national genera in the context of the

emerging digital civilization.
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DIGITAL CODE AS AN TRANSMISSION MODULATOR has all the necessary
conditions and priorities in the strategic scenario development plan for the scaling of the
digital economy - as an innovative modulator of operational management of this
process, thus ensuring the successful implementation of the inevitable digital
transformation of the Economшс architecture of many countries and the World
Financial System as a whole.
For digital currencies of many countries of the world, starting simultaneously with the
territories of AMERICA, EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA, RUSSIA, TURKEY, JAPAN, to be
accepted by the population and businesses, and for digital currency to become a reliable
instrument of investment and accumulation, it must be backed by physical gold in the
form of gold investment coins:
v Coins are minted by an authorised Mint and placed in blisters on a plastic base ("coin

cards"), reinforced with a gold, platinum or silver layer depending on card status.
v The population acquires digital currency through direct conversion in exchange for

fiat currency, traditional investment gold coins and bullion, which are held in deposit
accounts of their holders in certified of many countries of the world banking vaults.

v The most important additional tool of security should be unique investment
decorative jewellery made of precious metals and precious stones, valued in digital
currency and collectively owned by the Peoples living in other countries of the World,
constituting their indivisible national patrimony.
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A NETWORK-CENTRIC TENSOR CONTROL ARCHITECTURE FOR THE DISTRIBUTED NEURAL 
NETWORK OF THE MULTI-BUSINESS COMMODITY SETTLEMENT DIGITAL LOGISTICS SYSTEM

«SFORDEX IT» BASED ON «GGG SATURN SATELLITE SYSTEM+» CROSS-PLATFORM PROJECTION
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The advantage of our project over similar ones is that they initially limit themselves mainly only in the management of
financial capital, while IMPERIUM DE©A®T CAPITALIDR© is focused on managing not only global finances, but significant
material resources and assets, and the most important thing is to organize the intellectual and technical creativity of people,
which determines the vector of development of technological progress, systemic consumption and civilizational -
humanitarian harmonized spiritualized development of the human community as a whole!
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The platform provides an opportunity for every person and company, resident and non-
resident, to open an account on the platform and have their own personal account,
connect mobile applications, and issue plastic or digital payment cards. These mobile
applications and payment cards should become the basis for mutual settlement,
gradually eliminating the need for fiat transactions and international payments.

The identification of the participants and the registration of transactions is
carried out using the number of an identity card or a company registration number with
a tax identification code, as well as other parameters provided for in our Basic Cross-
platform «GGG SATURN SATELLITE SYSTEM+», However, account holders
may be able to post additional information, for all activities, including the
nomenclature of goods and services and their prices that they offer for sale/retail,
which will allow to digitise the process from the initial production cycle of goods and
services to the final sale with payment directly on the platform.

The functionality of the Cross-platform «GGG SATURN SATELLITE
SYSTEM+» has an unlimited possibility of scaling and transferring registered records
from the database backup and entering additional groups of records of economic or
financial activities and market participants, which allows the extension of the spatial
and temporal coordinates from the main network-centric axis of the DIGITAL CROSS
- PLATFORM «GGG SATURN SATELLITE SYSTEM+».
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TOKEN - Technology Ordinateurny Keys
Electronic Neymer (Name and Number)
of Intangible and Tangible Asset

COIN – Char-fait-in-g Ordinateur Indicative Namber
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CryptoSymbol is a cryptographic 
information matrix which is a means of 
packaging, encoding and transporting 

information of a very high density.

A Crypto-Information Matrix is a converter of incoming
information into a combination of Reversible Cryptocodes. The
application of Reversible Code Matrix in the sphere of
electronic money issue (cryptocurrency), in its turn, will
provide the solution of tasks, in all areas of management and
control of socio-economic development of countries and puts it
beyond competition, while its implementation does not require
super-high technology, because the matrix is not a
technological development - it is a new mathematical solution.

NEURON is an element of a final decision-
making rule or network capable of
estimating a measure of distance between a
monitored fragment of a biometric standard
and a comparable fragment of the biometric
parameter vector presented for comparison.

KEY is a sequence of characters that is generated, stored,
used and destroyed according to cryptographic
requirements and used as control information in
cryptographic transformations, such as
encryption/decryption, calculation of cryptographic
integrity check, generation/verification of electronic
digital signature.
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The presentation and roadmap for the "TALENT" remission 
programme can be found on the website of the integrated 

Cross platform: «GGG SATURN SATELLITE SYSTEM»
https://saturn.black/ru/

In this format we can create and define a real basis for our
cooperation and the development of integrated economic
projects with digital financial technology.
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Key factors supporting innovation growth in 
countries to be taken into account in digitised

programmes and projects
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Among the key tasks for the medium term, the design and methods of solution and implementation of
fundamentally new mechanisms of decentralised financial architecture policy have already been
identified, the main objective of which is to form a system of Digital Economy of Excellence, based on
the management of authors - specialists with the necessary knowledge, skills, competencies to organise
effective management of own projects based on digital financial and legal technologies.

Administrative and organisational measures and creation of prerequisites for the development of the Digital Investment Platform and optimisation
of the plan for launching a highly liquid remittance programme "TALANT" within the framework of the " IMPERIUM DE©A®T CAPITALIDR© " Project
are at a preliminary stage of preparation and formation of project management groups through holding development structures on a public-private
basis with creation of subsidiaries in the regions of the Countries.
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Our recommendations for the development and implementation of a decentralized system of digital financial and
legal technologies in various branches of science and industry are intended to assist partners in creating the
infrastructural elements of the innovative basic architecture for the development of the digital economy in the
countries of the global community and are based on the Communication Algorithms of the Process of Integration
of Creatively Active Persons United in their views on the goal-setting in the Sphere of dissemination and
integration of knowledge, experience and mechanisms that ensure a guarantor functioning on every stage of
introduction and development of the digital technologies.
These recommendations strengthen the role of natural growth resource of intellectual activity based on
aspiration of people to realize their own ideas and projects and, thus, provide decent conditions for creative life
of a MAN – CREATOR. The international integration of capital is mainly realised in

investment projects, where not only the property value of the means of
production is shared, but also the capitalised income in the form of
specific benefits for each Private Investor, regardless of his or her
territory of residence and nationality.

Solidarity management of the investment capital circulation is ensured in unions, associations, funds or agencies
(innovative), which group the participants of the investment processes on a different basis of capital circulation
and act as legal entities on the existing legal basis of state territorial entities regulated in the international system
of legal regulations.

The legal provisions in countries' legal frameworks to support the implementation of digital financial
technologies accelerate the creation of new organisational elements of the digital economy infrastructure and
create a favourable climate for attracting high-impact investments in fast-moving projects, stimulating the
development vector of quality use of new technology and technologies.
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PROPOSED ADVANTAGES 
AND CURRENT DISADVANTAGES

BENEFITS :
• There is a solution for using these

systems in settlements between
DECO countries through a secure
digital converter using gold, oil and
gas.

• There is a solution for generating
cryptocurrencies and tokens in the
real production sector.

• There is a solution to create a
Crypto - secured DIGITAL
INVESTMENT PLATFORM of DECO
countries.

• There is a solution for integration
into the DECO system for possible
EEU partners.

• There is a solution for the transition
to the "result" from the dollar
equivalent as a settlement converter
and the transition to DECO
cryptocurrencies.

• THERE IS A SOLUTION FOR A UNIFIED
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PLAN FOR THE EАEU COUNTRIES AND
ITS POSSIBLE PARTNERS.
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OUR OFFERINGS
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THE SEQUENCE OF ACTIONS AND COLLABORATIONS

In building a development strategy and shaping events in time and space, everyone involved in the scenario
planning configuration of a project needs to create in their mindset of the main scenario their own unbroken
chain of past and future events, dividing that scenario into discrete-fragmentary clips, marking their main point,
to focus attention on the consequences from the master scenario to the particular case, as independent scenarios
related to the phenomena of the master scenario, so as to provide focus to the main goal of the master scenario
and to enable all participants to deeply analyze and uncover the essence of cause and effect relationships with the
realization of their intentions in the main scenario of the project.
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of a coherent social development
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social and environmental platforms localised
in the regional context

Development institutions of the region
(government), sector. As co-participants

of strategic and conceptual 
developments

Partnership companies ready to perform their
functions today in regional and sectoral

conditions until the regional, sectoral
infrastructure is established and launched, 

and until the technology and competence
transfer is completed

Newly established regional and sectoral companies
managing established regional development projects

and programmes

SYNCHRONISATION OF COLLABORATION
WITH REGIONS AND INDUSTRIES
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSALS MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO

IF YOU HAVE ANALYSED YOUR PAST LIFE, BUILT A LOGICAL CHAIN OF RULES AND MUTUAL EXCLUSIONS FROM THESE RULES, DEFINED THE EDGES OF
CONJUGATION IN THE PRESENT AND CONSTRUCTED YOUR LINE OF ACTIONS IN TIME AND SPACE IN THE FUTURE AND TRANSPOSED ALL YOUR
ACCUMULATED EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE INTO YOUR OWN LANGUAGE AND ALGORITHM OF JUDGEMENTS, AND FIRMLY CONVINCED THAT YOU ARE
RIGHT AND CONFIDENT IN YOURSELF AND IN YOUR ACTIONS, DEFINED THE INTEGRITY OF YOUR VIEWS ON LIFE BASED ON ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE FROM
OUTSIDE, THEN YOU WILL ACHIEVE CREATIVE HEIGHTS AND SUCCESSES IN THIS LIFE RELYING ONLY ON YOUR OWN INTUITION IN EVERYTHING!
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HOW TO ORGANIZE COLLABORATION
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ATTENTION ! READ CAREFULLY !!!
© NOTICE
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THY GREATNESS IS
ONLY A MEASURE OF 

MODESTY'S LIMIT. 
TALENT, THE GREAT 

CREATOR'S WORK THAT 
OPENED THE TALENT, THE 
GREAT CREATOR'S WORK, 
THAT OPENED THE WAY 
FOR YOUR INSIGHTS, IS 

EVERYONE'S FATE!
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The policy of increasing investment act ivity, supporting high living standards and moral
ideals, together with the rich experience of the older generation and TALENT youth will
create a favourable ground for the consolidation of the entire international creative
potential with their worthy positioning in the DIGITAL ALLIANCE AREAL, carrying out its
historic Mission in the name of PEACE AT EARTH!


